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Neuronal-expressed microRNA-targeted pseudogenes
compete with coding genes in the human brain
S Barbash1, A Simchovitz1, AS Buchman2, DA Bennett2, S Shifman3 and H Soreq1

MicroRNAs orchestrate brain functioning via interaction with microRNA recognition elements (MRE) on target transcripts. However,
the global impact of potential competition on the microRNA pool between coding and non-coding brain transcripts that share
MREs with them remains unexplored. Here we report that non-coding pseudogene transcripts carrying MREs (PSG+MRE) often show
duplicated origin, evolutionary conservation and higher expression in human temporal lobe neurons than comparable duplicated
MRE-deficient pseudogenes (PSG−MRE). PSG+MRE participate in neuronal RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC), indicating
functional involvement. Furthermore, downregulation cell culture experiments validated bidirectional co-regulation of
PSG+MRE with MRE-sharing coding transcripts, frequently not their mother genes, and with targeted microRNAs; also, PSG+MRE

single-nucleotide polymorphisms associated with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and autism, suggesting interaction with mental
diseases. Our findings indicate functional roles of duplicated PSG+MRE in brain development and cognition, supporting physiological
impact of the reciprocal co-regulation of PSG+MRE with MRE-sharing coding transcripts in human brain neurons.
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INTRODUCTION
Brain microRNAs (miRNAs) regulate neuronal transcripts involved
in functional pathways,1 and neuronal tissues harbor transcripts
with exceptionally long 3′-untranslated regions (3′-UTRs), which
are targeted by miRNA regulation.2 Also, evolution of gene-
regulating networks3,4 and regulatory genome components likely
modulated brain development and facilitated rapid speciation of
humans compared to living primates5 via co-evolution of brain
miRNAs and their protein-coding transcript targets.6 The compe-
titive endogenous RNA (ceRNA) hypothesis suggested that non-
coding pseudogenes (PSGs) function as decoys for miRNAs, and
compete with other transcripts on miRNAs by ’sponging’
reactions. Yet more recently, several studies report active target
RNA-directed degradation of miRNAs, rather than passive ‘spong-
ing’ activities.7 Together, this calls for re-inspection of the
evolutionary, global in vivo impact, directionality and specificity
of the competition between PSGs and protein-coding genes
(PCGs) in the human brain.
Most of the protein-coding human genes harbor multiple MREs

but non-coding transcripts may be fully devoted to miRNA
binding, without interference by active translation.8 Thus, the
tumor suppressor gene PTEN, mutations in which are associated
with autism, shares MREs with its daughter pseudogene PTENP1,
and overexpressing the PTENP1 3′-untranslated region (3′-UTR) led
to increased levels of PTEN.9 In contrast, the ‘sponging’ RNA effect
(namely, inactivating miRs via facilitating their interactions with
transcript targets) is relatively limited for miR-122 targets in
hepatocytes,10 and yet other non-coding genes actively induce
amplified RNA-directed degradation of miRNAs.11 Furthermore,
computational modeling predicted sequential spreading of
competition to secondary and tertiary targets,12 compatible with

apparent interactions of HMGA2, versican13 and CD44.14 Others
argue, mainly with regards to ‘sponging’ processes that such
competition depends on miRNA and target concentrations,15 and
an in-depth quantitative model predicted a significant competi-
tion effect in the mammalian brain.16

We hypothesized that genetic variation in PSGs in
schizophrenia17,18 and autism19,20 may reflect functional ceRNA
regulation and/or target-directed miRNA degradation in the
human brain, compatible with the increased trait anxiety and
changed miRNA-608 brain targets in human carriers of a single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that disrupts miRNA-608/acetyl-
cholinesterase interactions.21,22 To approach the global impact of
PSGs in the human brain, we explored the evolutionary pattern of
MRE-harboring PSGs (PSG+MRE), sought correlations between their
expression levels and those of coding mRNAs sharing their MREs
in the human temporal lobe and other brain regions and cell
types, tested the PSG+MRE/ miRNA/coding gene association in cell
culture experiments for reflecting the physiological functions of
the MRE-harboring PSG565, and sought interactions of PSG+MRE

with several mental diseases of relevant genomic changes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human samples
Two sets of human brain tissues, of varying gyri of the temporal lobe, were
received from the Netherland Brain Bank (N= 24) and from participants in
the Religious Orders Study conducted by investigators at the Rush
Alzheimer’s Disease Center, Chicago (N=72). All participants enroll without
known dementia and agree to annual detailed clinical evaluation and brain
donation. Details of the clinical and pathologic evaluation have been
described.23 Subjects were clinically classified as AD dementia (AD), mild
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cognitive impairment (MCI), and no cognitive impairment (NCI) as
described.24,25 They were pathologically characterized by Braak Stage as
described.26 Participants signed an informed consent, an anatomical gift
act, and consent to place the data and bio-specimens in a repository
for future use. The institutional review boards at the Netherlands Brain
bank and the Rush University Medical Center approved these procedures.
Frozen material was stored in 1cm slabs in a -80 freezer until pulled
and dissected for this study. Full subject data is in Supplementary Tables 3
and 4.

RNA extraction from brain tissue
RNA was extracted with the SPLIT RNA extraction kit (Lexogen, Vienna,
Austria) yielding the large RNA fraction with a lower cut-off size of 150 nt.
Evaluation on a Bioanalyzer RNA Nano chip (Agilent Technologies) showed
medium to high RNA quality (RIN of 6.2 – 8.3). 4 µg RNA was incubated
with Terminator 5´-phosphate-dependent exonuclease (Epicentre, Madi-
son, WI, USA) to remove degraded RNA while leaving the capped, full-
length mRNA intact.

Reverse transcription and 3′-selective amplification
The complete SQUARE procedure aims at analyzing intact, full-length
transcripts (work-flow available on www.lexogen.com). Briefly, 4 μg
Terminator-treated RNA was full-length reverse transcribed and extended
by a universal 5′ adaptor sequence, and 1/40th of the purified cDNA
equivalent to the input of 100 ng total RNA was then amplified in one of 12
parallel PCR reactions. Each PCR reaction was set up with one universal 5′
primer and a 3′ primer selective for one of the 12 possible combinations of
the two terminal nucleotides of the mRNA body, immediately upstream of
the poly(A) tail. This generated a so-called SQUARE matrix with 12 fields,
whereby each of these matrix fields contains the amplification products of
an mRNA subpopulation with a given 3′-terminal dinucleotide. Throughout
this study, we interrogated all matrix fields combined that correspond to
the entire (mRNA) transcriptome. For SOLiD Library preparation and lane
mixing, 200 ng of all 288 PCR products (24 RNA samples amplified
separately in 12 matrix fields) were heat-fragmented and then ligated to
SOLiD-compatible adapters. The libraries were PCR amplified in 17 cycles,
with PCR primers indexing each sample with one out of 96 bar codes.
Three lane mixes were created, each from 96 libraries corresponding to 24
samples amplified in four matrix fields, dedicating equal molarities to each
of the libraries. The three lane mixes were (1) for selective 3′ primer
nucleotides AC, AG, CA and GT; (2) AA, AT, CC and CG and (3) CT, GA, GC
and GG, and were then further size-selected on a Pippin Prep automated
gel elution system (Sage Biosciences, Beverly, MA, USA) in the range of
170-400 base pairs.
For QuantSeq 3′ mRNA-Seq, we used 20 ng of the purified full-length

total RNA per sample for performing the 3′ QuantSeq Reverse protocol
(Lexogen), resulting in NGS libraries that originate from the 3′ end of
polyadenylated RNA. Library generation was started by oligo (dT) priming,
with primers already containing the Illumina-compatible linker sequence
for Read 1. After first-strand synthesis, the RNA was removed before the
second-strand synthesis was initiated by random primers that contained
the corresponding Illumina-compatible linker sequence. 3′ QuantSeq
generated just one fragment per transcript at the very 3′ end. The libraries
were PCR amplified and barcoded in 18 cycles. Equal amounts of the 72
libraries were combined to one lane mixture. Sequencing data are
available from NCBI's Gene expression omnibus (GEO), series record
GSE70424.
For SOLiD library preparation, lane mixing and RNA sequencing, 200 ng

of all 288 PCR products (24 RNA samples amplified separately in 12 matrix
fields) were heat-fragmented and then ligated to SOLiD-compatible
adapters. The libraries were PCR amplified in 17 cycles, with PCR primers
indexing each sample with one out of 96 bar-codes. Three lane mixes were
created, each from 96 libraries corresponding to 24 samples amplified in
four matrix fields, dedicating equal molarities to each of the libraries. The
three lane mixes listed above were subjected to the automated SOLiD EZ
Bead System and SOLiD EZ Bead E80 System Consumables (Life
Technologies) were applied for template preparations. The SOLiD 5500xl
System and single-end chemistry for RNA sequencing was applied (Life
Technologies). Sequencing data is available from NCBI's Gene expression
omnibus (GEO), series record GSE57152.
For Read alignment, Sequence and quality files, in Lifetech proprietary .

xsq binary format, were mapped against the GRGCh38 version of the
Homo sapiens genome using the Lifetech Lifescope 2.5.1 whole

Transcriptome analysis pipeline. The files produced by this analytical
pipeline were coverage; alignment (.bam files); exon junction; gene
expression in RPKM with reference to the RefSeq gene structure; and read
counts with reference to each gene. Quality control metrics were
generated both with the Lifetech suite and with the Integromics SeqSolve
analysis suite on all the samples. TopHat 2.0.11 and Cufflinks 2.1.1 suite
against GRCh38 genome sequence and associated ENSEMBL exon/
transcript annotation in gtf format served to exclude ‘ab initio’ assembled
transcripts. Tables of read counts per gene were generated from the
alignments using the HTSEQ package. Read lengths were 75-nucleotide
fragments, with over 80% genome alignments over the whole sequence
length. The minimal sequence base quality value selected for further
processing was 10 (Phred score). Bases with a quality value below this
parameter were replaced with ‘N’. A progressive alignment method was
selected. The minimum genome alignment quality value for an alignment
to be processed was again 10 (Phred value). Only primary alignments were
considered for gene counts and quantification. The minimal identity seed
for alignment extension was 25 nucleotides. The genome mapping
percentage of the libraries was always between 60% and 80% of the initial
transcripts. Unmapped RNA-seq data (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home),
which were produced using the same type of sequencing machine as our
in-house brain data, were downloaded from this website and processed
using the same pipeline as for the brain-derived sequencing data.
For genomic variation tests, human genomic variation in specific

genomic sites was calculated using the data of the 1000 genomes project,
which includes low coverage genotyping data of more than 2500
individuals of known ethnic origins. (http://www.1000genomes.org/). PSGs
were identified by the PseudoPipe algorithm on the most updated
genome build GRCh38.
The MicroT algorithm (DIANA lab; http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/) pre-

dicts miRNA-binding sites described previously by Maragkakis et al.26

Briefly, the DIANA-microT 3.0 algorithm consists of (a) alignment of the
miRNA sequence on the 3′ untranslated region of a protein coding gene,
(b) identification of putative MREs based on specific binding rules, (c)
scoring of individual MREs according to their binding type and
conservation profile, and (d) calculation of an overall miRNA-target gene
score through the weighted sum of all MRE scores lying on the 3′UTR. The
algorithm takes into account the known features of miRNA regulation,
such as nucleotide composition flanking the binding sites or proximity of
one binding site to another within the same 3′UTR.27,28

RNA extraction from tissue culture
Cells were vortexed for 1 s in 1ml TRI reagent, followed by incubation for 5
min at room temperature. Two hundred microliters of chloroform was then
added, followed by vigorous shaking for 15 s. Next, samples were
incubated at room temperature for 5 min, followed by a 15-min
centrifugation at 4°C and 12 000 g vortexing. After centrifugation, the
aqueous phase was transferred to a new 1.5ml tube, mixed with 3×
volumes of 100% ethanol (Sigma) and incubated at room temperature for
5 min. Tubes were then centrifuged for 10 min at 4°C and 12 000 g and the
liquid discarded. Additional wash was performed with 1ml 85% ethanol,
and precipitates were centrifuged at room temperature and 7500 g. Pellets
were then dried and re-suspended in 50 μl nuclease-free water. RNA
concentration was measured using Nanodrop-1000 and its integrity
assessed by running on a 1% Agarose gel. For long RNA quantification,
cDNA was synthesized using the qScript mRNA cDNA synthesis kit (Quanta
biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), and qPCR was performed using
Quanta SYBR fastmix (Quanta Biosciences), on a Biorad (Hercules, CA, USA)
CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System. Expression data were
normalized to the geometric average of three housekeeping genes, using
the following primers. RPL19: forward - GCTCGATGCCGGAAAAACAC;
reverse - GCTGTACCCTTCCGCTTACC; GAPDH: forward - TATAAATTGAGCC
CGCAGCC; reverse - TACGACCAAATCCGTTGACTC; ACTB: forward - CCCAAG
GCCAACCGCGAGAA; reverse - AGTGGTACGGCCAGAGGCGT. SPSS analysis
of the expression data showed normal distribution (KS, P=0.2). For
short RNA quantification, cDNA was synthesized using the qScript
miRNA cDNA synthesis kit (Quanta biosciences), and qPCR was performed
using Quanta SYBR fastmix low ROX (Quanta biosciences), on a
Biorad CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System. Expression data
were normalized to SnoRD-48 (primers were obtained from Quanta
biosciences).
For GapmeRs inhibition tests, SHSY-5Y cells were plated on six-well

plates. One day later, at a confluence of 80-90%, incorporation of 16-
nucleotides-long GapmeR oligonucleotides (one out of three tested from
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each target gene, Exiqon, Copenhagen, Denmark) was performed using
HiPerfect reagent (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) in serum-free medium
supplemented with 10% FCS 5 h after transfection. Two hundred
microliters of EMEM containing 25 μL HiPerfect reagent and 150 pmol
GapmeR was added to each well. Each condition was repeated three times.
The following GapmeR sequences were used: – PSG565 - GGCTTAAAAGA
GCACT, negative control — AACACGTCTATACGC. PSG565 GapmeR
sequence maps uniquely to a transcribed area of the PSG that is not
homologous to its parent gene, thereby specifically ensuring avoidance of
off-target effects on the parent gene, in addition to general avoidance of
off-target effects guaranteed by the manufacturer. Forty-eight hours after
transfection, the medium was removed and cells were harvested using
700 μl QIAzol TRI reagent (Qiagen), followed by RNA extraction using
miRNAeasy kit (Qiagen) according to kit instructions. RNA concentration
was measured using Nanodrop-1000 and its integrity assessed by running
on a 1% Agarose gel. DNA was degraded using Ambion DNA-free DNAse
treatment and removal reagent (Life Technologies). Consequently, cDNA
was synthesized using qScript cDNA synthesis kit (Quanta Biosciences),
and qPCR was performed using Quanta SYBR fastmix (Quanta Biosciences),
on a Biorad CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System. The following
primer pairs were used: FOXO3 – forward primer: ATGGGAGCTTGGAATG
TGAC; reverse primer: GAGAGCAGATTTGGCAAAGG; PSG565 — forward
primer: AAGACTCACATGACCCACCAC; reverse primer: GTACCCTGCAGGTG
TGGTCT; SNCA – forward primer: GGCTGAGAAGACCAAAGAGC; reverse
primer: ATGACTGGGCACATTGGAAC; STAT3—forward primer: CAGCAGCTT
GACACACGGTA; reverse primer: AAACACCAAAGTGGCATGTGA; NeuroD1
— forward primer: GTCCAGCTTGGAGGACCTT; reverse primer: CTGCTCA
GGACCTACTAACAACA.
Expression data were tested in SPSS and presented normal distribution

(KS, P=0.2).
We used pseudogenes identified by PseudoPipe on the most updated

genome build GRCh38. All sequencing data are available from NCBI s Gene
expression omnibus (GEO), series records GSE70424 and GSE57152. Code is
available upon request from barbashshahar@gmail.com.

RESULTS
To address the competition between PSGs and coding genes in
the human brain, we measured global genomic variation and
signals of selective evolutionary sweep using the human
1000Genomes project and animal genome data sets, searched
genome-wide association studies data sets for PSGs association
with several mental diseases (Figure 1a), and sequenced coding
and non-coding polyadenylated RNA, including PSGs in 96
specimens of the human temporal lobe; a brain region implicated
in mental diseases such as schizophrenia, autism and bipolar
disorder29,30 (Figure 1b, see Online Methods for details on the
cohorts and processing approaches). We also interrogated publicly
available sequencing data sets from the human cingulate gyrus
and hippocampus and additional, neuronal and non-neuronal
tissues, as well as temporal lobe single-cell sequencing and
expression data sets (Figure 1b). Expression differences between
comparable subsets of PSG+MRE and duplicated PSG−MRE enabled
cross-comparison with the expression levels of the corresponding
miRNAs and the coding RNA transcripts carrying shared MREs with
them. Notably, these were often not their mother genes. Finally,
we performed over- and under-expression validation experiments
involving selected PSG-coding genes-miRNA-coding transcript
targets, in neuroblastoma cells.

PSG+MRE show evolutionary conservation in human populations
The human genome includes 16 903 annotated PSGs (Ensembl
and NCBI genome browsers), but only 123 of the PSGs in these
search tools (1%) harbor at least one predicted MRE with a high
prediction score (o − 15 (microT DIANA lab prediction algorithm).
In comparison, we found 28.16% MRE-carrying PCGs (6502 out of
23,091 based on Ensembl annotation). In evolutionary terms, PSGs
could be globally sub-classified into duplicated, processed and
ambiguous origins (www.pseudogene.org; 15, 55 and 30%,
correspondingly, out of the 16 903 annotated PSGs). Duplicated

PSGs arise as a result of gene duplication events and include non-
exonic regions, whereas processed PSGs have largely emerged by
retrotransposition events and are exclusively composed of exons,
including Poly A tails.31 Intriguingly, PSG+MRE include 60, 25 and
15% fractions of duplicated, processed and ambiguous PSGs
(Figure 1c), a 4-fold higher prevalence of duplicated PSG+MRE

compared with PSG−MRE, total PSGs and Bootstrap results
(Po0.001; Fisher exact test). Also, PSG+MRE have shown higher
similarity with their parent genes compared to PSG−MRE

(Figure 1d), indicating more recent divergence from them.
Next, we compared PSG+MRE and duplicated PSG−MRE, two

groups whose length, composition and expression levels are close
to each other. We employed the 1000Genomes project’s data to
compare the evolutionary conservation of PSG+MRE to duplicated
PSG−MRE by calculating SNP density in sliding 400 nucleotide
windows centered at genes’ start and end sites. PSG+MRE showed
tighter conservation, with similar strength for different human
sub-populations compared to duplicated PSG −MRE, both in their
promoter regions (TSS, 150 nucleotides upstream to the start sites,
Figure 1e) and in their end site regions that are usually denser
with MREs (TES, 100 nucleotides upstream to the end sites,
Figure 1f; Supplementary Figure 1a and b). Using Bootstrap
analysis, with 10 000 permutations, for total PSGs, we randomly
chose 123 genes out of the entire PSGs list, calculated their
averaged genetic variation and s.e.m. and compared it to PSG+MRE.
Bootstrap distribution of total PSGs was significantly different from
that of PSG+MRE in both examined regions (Supplementary Figure
1c, d), excluding the structural composition of PSG+MRE as a cause
for their observed evolutionary distinction.
We further employed the PhyloP algorithm to calculate P-values

for deviation from neutral conservation across groups of organ-
isms (Online Methods; list of organisms in Supplementary Table 1).
Non-human mammals, vertebrates and primates, including
chimpanzee did not show conservational differences between
PSG+MRE and PSG−MRE at both the start and end site regions
(Supplementary Figure 1e–g). However, TSS and TES values of
PSG+MRE and duplicated PSG−MREs in humans reaffirmed the
differences we discovered, potentially suggesting that PSG+MRE

acquired recent conservation during human speciation. Next, we
searched for deviation from neutral evolution by calculating Fay
and Wu H test values for windows of 200 nucleotides centered
around the identified sites of decreased variation (Figure 1e and f)
in 1000Genomes human populations, for 100 nucleotides
upstream of transcription start site and 100 nucleotides upstream
of transcription end site. The YRI (Yuroba) subpopulation
presented significantly lower H values around PSG+MRE transcrip-
tion start sites, compared to both PSG−MRE and Bootstrap
distribution, suggestive of a recent selective sweep (or many
small sweeps) in this region (Figure 1g). YRI transcription end and
start sites in other sub-populations showed statistically insignif-
icant effects (Supplementary Figure 2a–c). Also, applying similar
tests to the genetic variations of expressed and non-expressed
PSG−MRE revealed a statistically insignificant trend of lower
genetic variation around expressed PSG−MRE (Supplementary
Figure 3a–e). The observed evolutionary conservation of PSG+MRE

was hence unlikely to simply reflect their structural composition
and length.

PSG+MRE show increased expression in human brain neurons
To directly examine PSG+MRE expression, we extracted total RNA
from two separate sets of adult human temporal lobe samples (full
sample information in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Most PSGs
predictably showed much lower expression levels than protein-
coding genes (Figure 2a), but some polyadenylated PSG+MRE have
consistently shown higher expression levels in the temporal lobe
than PSG−MRE and Bootstrap distribution, in both cohorts and
sequencing methods (Figure 2b and c), and both when averaged
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across samples and in each individual in the cohort separately
(Supplementary Figure 4a). Comparing polyadenylated PSG+MRE to
polyadenylated PSG−MRE transcripts predicts duplicated origins
for the tested PSG+MRE. PSG−MRE and PSG+MRE showed 8.4 and
52.9 expression levels measured in fragments per kilobase of exon
per million reads mapped (FPKM), respectively, in the 72 samples
cohort of brain temporal lobe tissues. The parent genes of these
PSG+MRE and PSG−MRE showed similar expression levels
(Supplementary Figure 4b), excluding the option that aligned
PSG+MRE reads originated from the parent genes.
Similar to analyses on RNA sequences from the temporal lobe,

cingulate gyrus and hippocampus samples from the Stanley
Neuropathology Consortium, our in-house data sets of human
leukocytes32 and 32 additional tissues using the expression atlas
RNA-seq data (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home) revealed that the

brain presented the most significant expression differences
between PSG+MRE and PSG−MRE (-Log2 P-value ~ 30 compared
to ~ 10 in liver, leukocytes and heart; Figure 2d and 32 additional
non-neuronal tissues in Supplementary Figure 4c, Supplementary
Table 4). In brain-expressed PSG-targeting miRNA data down-
loaded from MicroRNA.org (http://www.microrna.org/microrna/
home.do), 96, 92 and 95% of the expressed miRNAs emerged as
potentially targeting at least one PSG in the human hippocampus,
cerebellum and midbrain (Supplementary Figure 4d), with
hippocampal miRNAs prevailing. In addition, we found no DNaseI
hypersensitivity spots in the genomic domains surrounding
PSG+MRE, excluding global genomic differences in their regulation
(Supplementary Figure 4e). To test if we correctly avoided
identifying parent sequencing reads as PSGs, we designed two
primer sets of the histocompatibility gene HLA-C whose 3′ ends

Figure 1. Study design at the genomic and expression levels. (a) Human and chimpanzee genomic data were analyzed to extract genomic
variation around specific genomic regions and to calculate deviation from neutral evolution. Data of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
association with mental diseases were downloaded from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium and analyzed for enrichment around
pseudogenes (PSGs). (b) Sequencing data from two cohorts of human temporal lobe samples was generated with two methods of library
construction for RNA sequencing and two sequencing machines and analyzed for differential expression and co-expression of potential RNA
regulators with their targets. Similar analyses were performed for hippocampus and cingulate gyrus based on the data downloaded from the
Stanley Neuropathology Consortium. Cell specific RNA-seq data was downloaded from33 and analyzed for differential expression between
different PSGs. Regions expressed and incorporated into the Ago2: miRNA complex were downloaded from1 and analyzed for different
representations of PSG subsets. Expression data for other, non-neuronal tissues were downloaded from the Tissue Expression Atlas and
analyzed for differential expression between different PSG subsets. GapmeR interference tests suppressed either PSGs or protein-coding
genes (PCGs) and tested the outcome on the corresponding miRNAs and their PCG and PSG targets. (c) Duplicated PSGs are more likely to
harbor MREs. Shown are stacked bar graphs of the percentages of duplicated, processed and ambiguous PSGs in the entire PSG set, Bootstrap
PSG and the subsets of PSG+MRE and PSG−MRE. (d) PSG+MRE are more similar to their parent genes than other PSGs. Shown are cumulative
distribution functions of the % of similarity between all duplicated PSGs and their parent genes, for PSG+MRE (red, 54 duplicated PSG+MRE),
duplicated PSG−MRE and 1 STD around the mean for Bootstrap PSG (blue, 2460 PSGs; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Po0.01). (e, f) Global
conservation of PSG+MRE is particularly apparent at the transcription end sites. Shown is SNP density as a function of genomic location,
smoothed with an averaging sliding window of 10%, for PSG+MRE (red line) and duplicated PSG−MRE (blue line) compared to bootstrap analysis
(green line), centered on PSG transcription start sites, and averaged for different human sub-populations (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Po0.001,
b; Po0.0001). (g) Increased genomic conservation and evidence of selective sweep around PSG+MRE. Fay and Wu H test of neutrality around
PSG+MRE shows decreased values in Yuroba sub-populations compared to PSG−MRE and 1 STD around the mean for Bootstrap PSG (see
Supplementary Figure 1 for other sup-populations).
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target points of variation between HLA-C and its PSG. Both the
HLA-C and its PSG PCR products showed complete sequence
specificity (Figure 2e and f), and the HLA-C and its PSG product
showed similar expression levels (Supplementary Figure 4f). To
exclude higher transcriptome depth in brain tissues as an origin of
these differences, we analyzed this depth across the available
tissues and found no change (Supplementary Figure 4g-i). We
conclude that PSG+MRE are expressed at higher levels than
PSG−MRE in the human brain, more than in other tissues.
Next, we analyzed cell-type-specific RNA sequencing data sets

including 78 postnatal neurons, 32 astrocytes and 22 oligoden-
droglia cells based on cell-type-specific markers (Supplementary
Figure 5a, b).33 Neurons, but not astrocytes and oligodendroglia
presented significantly higher expression of PSG+MRE compared to
PSG−MRE and to Bootstrap distribution (Figure 2g). In data sets of
cell-type-specific transcripts,33 both of duplicated PSG+MRE and of
those coding transcripts that share MREs with them presented
correlated expression levels in healthy brain tissues and also
between Alzheimer’s disease and healthy control tissues. The

observed differences were hence unlikely to derive from cell
composition changes.
To study the origin of the unique expression patterns of

PSG+MRE in neuronal tissues we next analyzed data sets of histone
modifications with known effects on transcription. The Roadmap
Epigenomics Project’s chromatin immunoprecipitation Chip-Seq
data cover the transcription repressor H3K27me3 and the transcrip-
tion activator H3K4me3[ref. 34] in the human temporal lobe.
Interestingly, the regions surrounding PSG+MRE showed lower levels
than those surrounding PSG−MRE of the suppressor H3K27me3
modification, (comparable to that of highly expressed coding genes;
Figure 3a). In both protein-coding genes and PSG+MRE, these troughs
of H3K27me3 signals overlapped with the transcription start site or
were shifted by several tens of nucleotides from it (see Figure 3b for
two examples of each case). In contradistinction, the genomic
regions surrounding PSG+MRE and PSG−MRE showed similar levels of
the activating H3K4me3 modification (Figure 3c). Taken together,
these results indicate that the lower epigenetic repression of
PSG+MRE compared to PSG−MRE may operate as a driving force for
their more potent expression in human brain neurons.

Figure 2. Duplicated PSG+MRE show higher expression levels than PSG−MRE in neuronal tissues. (a) Globally, pseudogenes (PSGs) are less
efficiently expressed in the brain than protein-coding genes. Shown is a box plot of total read FPKM values of protein-coding genes and PSGs
in the human temporal lobe. (b) Polyadenylated transcripts of PSG+MRE genes are more efficiently expressed in the human temporal lobe than
PSG−MRE. Shown are cumulative distribution functions of expressed PSG+MRE (red), PSG−MRE (Blue) and 1 STD around the mean for Bootstrap
PSG (KS test P-value= 5.8 × 10− 10) for the first human cohort (n= 24), library preparation with SQUARE protocol and SOLiD sequencing. (c)
Same as (b) for a second human cohort (n= 72), library preparation with 3`QuantSeq and Illumina sequencing. (d) –log2 of the KS P-value and
fold change of increased expression of PSG+MRE compared to PSG−MRE in the noted human neuronal and non-neuronal tissues. (e) Sequences
of the PCR products of HLA-C and its MRE-sharing PSG+MRE; aligned according to the Sanger sequencing plots. Note that at points of
variations between the parent gene and this PSG+MRE, the PCR product presents the HLA-C variation exclusively (arrows). (f) Same as e for the
HLA-C PSG+MRE PCR product. Note that at points of variations between the parent gene and this PSG+MRE, the PCR product presents the PSG
variation exclusively (arrows). (g) PSG+MRE genes are more efficiently expressed than PSG−MRE and Bootstrap PSG in neurons, but not
astrocytes and oligodendroglia dissected from human temporal lobes.
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PSG+MRE, miRNAs and MRE-sharing coding genes show
inter-related regulation
The 16 903 PSGs included in the human genome emerged from
5051 PCGs (some of which evolved into more than one PSG). We
surmised that during primate evolution, these PSGs could lose or

keep the MREs of their parent genes, or acquire new MREs
(Figure 3d). Of the 123 PSG+MRE, we found 57 that belong to pairs
of parent-daughter PCG-PSG genes carrying MREs in both partner
genes (microT prediction algorithm), allowing calculation of MRE
overlaps (Figure 3e). Surprisingly, most of these paired PSGs

Figure 3. PSG+MRE show lower suppression-associated histone modifications than PSG–MRE and present distinct microRNA recognition
elements (MREs) from their mother genes. (a) Relative enrichment of the transcriptional suppression-associated H3K27me3 histone
modification from human temporal lobe around highly (H), moderately (M) and lowly (L) expressed coding genes, as well as around PSG+MRE
and PSG–MRE, as a function of genomic location centered at the transcription start site (TSS). (b) Examples of the H3K27me3 enrichment
pattern for two coding genes (PLOD1, MRTO4) and the two noted PSGs. (c) Same as a for the transcription activation-associated H3K4me3
histone modification. (d) Limited MRE overlap between brain-expressed PSG+MRE and their parent genes. Three options of evolution changes
in the MREs of PSG+MRE: gain, loss or conservation. (e) Numbers of analyzed PSGs. (f) Number of events of more MREs in parent genes
compared to PSG+MRE (purple) and vice versa (magenta). (g) A side view of Venn diagrams for MRE overlaps between PSG+MRE and their parent
genes. Inset in the lower half: cartoon showing shared MREs on a parent gene and its daughter PSG. All resultant Venn diagrams are centered
on the y axis around the margin of the parent gene’s circle. Values on the upper and lower parts of the Y axes indicate MRE numbers on the
PSGs and overlap with the parent genes, respectively. 'N' near PSGs denotes ‘Neuronal’ origin (that is, PSGs expressed in the temporal lobe
data sets). For the genes ‘GSTA3’ and ‘BMS1’, a front view of the Venn diagram is shown. PSGs, pseudogenes.
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carried less MRE than their parent genes (Figure 3f), with limited
overlap of MREs with their parent genes (Figure 3g; for zoom-in on
these genes see Supplementary Figure 6a), equal to that predicted
by 10 000 random permutation tests across PSGs and PCGs, across
the human genome (Supplementary Figure 6b). However, both
the principal ceRNA hypothesis and the more recent concept
of target-mediated destruction of miRNAs merely require the
existence of shared MREs in a PSG and any expressed coding
gene, not necessarily its parent gene. Therefore, we sought
potential regulatory interactions in the temporal lobe between the
global repertoire of PSGs, MRE-sharing PCGs and other PSGs
across the entire genome.
To find whether PSG+MRE participate in the RNA-induced

silencing complex (RISC), we analyzed Ago2 HITS-CLIP data of
frontal cortex transcripts that were precipitated together with
miRNAs using Ago2 antibodies.1 There were approimately six
times more coding genes carrying Ago2 clusters on average than
PSG-carrying ones in the precipitated complexes. Clusters includ-
ing PSG+MRE were approximately sixfold-enriched compared to
PSG−MRE-including ones, as well as to Bootstrap PSG-included
ones, and the PSG+MRE/PSG−MRE expression ratio was 6.3
(Figure 4a). This supported the prediction that PSG+MRE actively
participate in Ago2-mediated miRNA regulation, with similarly
effective selection of PSG+MRE and coding transcripts onto the
RISC complexes.
An expression correlation matrix across 24 and 72 temporal

lobe samples (first and second cohort) for all MRE-harboring
genes, detected those gene pairs that present significant
expression correlation (with correlation coefficient 40.7) across
the examined cohorts, and averaged the % MRE overlap between
them (Figure 4b; see Supplementary Figure 6c, d for example
correlation matrices). Randomly permuting across gene−MRE

matched sequences, 10,000 times, allowed calculating permuta-
tion P-value to attribute statistical significance. This analysis
showed a significant effect for PSG+MRE with global PCGs in both
the first and second cohorts (Figure 4c and d left; 1197 gene pairs,
permutation calculated P-value = 0.012 and 0.045, respectively)
and a yet tighter effect among the PSG+MRE with each other
(Figure 4c and d, center; 1034 gene pairs, permutation calculated
P-value = 0.001 and 0.06, respectively). In comparison, we found a
non-significant effect among PCGs by themselves (Figure 4c and d
right, 12 951 gene pairs), whereas adipose tissue (GSE16615, 39
samples) and peripheral whole blood (GSE22229, 58 samples)
showed no effect (Supplementary Figure 7a-c). These findings,
observed in two independent human cohorts, two distinct library
construction methods and two sequencing machines, suggest
that within the temporal lobe, PSG+MRE contribute to mutual RNA
regulation by shared MREs in non- parent-daughter gene pairs
more effectively than PCGs.8

GapmeR suppression indicates PSG+MRE-PCG-miRNA interactions
To mimic the physiological and cellular aspects of PSG+MRE

function in brain neurons, in an in-depth manner, we performed
an exemplary GapmeR knockdown experiment in the human-
originated SHSY-5Y neuroblastoma cells targeting a highly
expressed pseudogene, PGOHUM00000243565, hereby labeled
PSG565 for brevity. PSG-565 is particularly suitable for these
suppression tests since it shares with regulatory coding transcripts
MREs for several miRNAs that are highly expressed and relevant in
brain functions, including miR-7-5p, miR-124-3p and miR-23a-3p.
PSG-565 knockdown (by 75%, Supplementary Figure 8) caused
significant upregulation of its targeting miR-7-5p, supporting
target RNA-directed miRNA degradation11 rather than merely a
sponging effect, where no increase would be expected. This
miR-7-5p increase was predictably accompanied by significant
downregulation of its targets alpha Synuclein and the circular RNA
CDR1-AS,35 supporting functional relevance. In comparison,

Figure 4. PSG+MRE associate with RISC complexes and show global
regulatory gene pair interactions; not necessarily with their parent
genes. (a) Mean and SEM of Ago2:miRNA clusters including PSG and
coding gene transcripts show sixfold more identified Ago2:miRNA
clusters including PSG+MRE than PSG–MRE or Bootstrap PSG (1-
Way-ANOVA Po0.05 and post hoc Tukey's test Po0.05). (b)
Schematic expression correlation matrix calculated for protein-
coding genes (PCGs) with themselves, or with all PSGs and for PSGs
with themselves. Gene pairs with significant correlation coefficients
40.7 were extracted, and the % overlap in MRE was calculated
between them as the number of shared MREs divided by the sum of
MREs in both genes. (c) Histogram of the % MRE overlap values of
the gene pairs with significant correlation coefficient40.7, for
10 000 permutations, and for the un-permuted data (red line)
between PCGs and themselves, PSGs and PCGs and PSGs and
themselves. Data based on the first human cohort (n= 24), library
preparation with SQUARE protocol and SOLiD sequencing. (d) Same
as c for the second human cohort (n= 72), library preparation with
3`QuantSeq and Illumina sequencing. Note scheme below, reflecting
active ceRNA effect between PSG and PCG and among PSGs sharing
MREs, but not PCGs. ANOVA, analysis of variance; MREs, microRNA
recognition elements; PSGs, pseudogenes.
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miR-23a-3p only showed a trend for upregulation, and its FOXO3
target inversely showed a trend of downregulation, whereas the
highly expressed miR-124-3p and its STAT3 and NeuroD1 targets
were largely unaffected (Figure 5a; statistics included). The
observed triple PSG-miRNA-PCG interactions may operate via
shared MREs for PSG-565 in its physiological context, and
differentially affects at least six coding genes that map to three
different chromosomes and play seminal roles in brain function
(Figure 5b).

PSG+MRE carry SNPs associated with mental diseases

To test for functional relevance of brain PSG+MRE, we sought
potential association of known SNPs in PSG+MRE with Alzheimer’s
disease, autism,36 bipolar disorder,37 schizophrenia,38 ADHD39 and
major depression disorder40 (http://www.med.unc.edu/pgc/down
loads), all considered to involve many genes.41 We scanned
windows of 500 nucleotides upstream and downstream of the
transcription start and end sites of PSG+MRE, PSG−MRE and other

Figure 5. Suppression of PSG-565 differentially increases the levels of its targeting miRNAs and suppresses protein-coding genes (PCGs)
targeted by these miRNAs, indicating functional interactions. (a) SHSY-5Y cells were exposed to antisense GapmeRs inhibiting PSG565. The
levels of predicted miRNAs and their PCG targets as measured by quantitative PCR (qPCR) are shown. Data boxes for inhibition groups are
dark green and for control groups are purple. MiR-7 was elevated whereas its targets SNCA and CDR1-as were downregulated; miR-23a-3p
showed a trend for downregulation and so did its target FOXO3, and the highly expressed miR-124-3p, as well as its targets STAT3 and
NeuroD1 were unaffected (statistics for Student's t-test appear in the Figure), supporting the notion that downregulated PSG levels lead to
increased levels of cellular miRNAs targeting these PSGs, potentiating the suppression of MRE-sharing PCGs. N= 3. (b) Shown are the
chromosomal locations of the examined PSG-565 and coding genes. PSG-565 and PCGs with depicted ceRNA functions map to several
chromosomes, indicating a wide genomic effect. (c) PSG+MRE are enriched in single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with mental
diseases. Shown are cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) for P-values of the association of total SNPs in PSG+MRE, PSG−MRE and PCGs (total
SNP numbers 243,785, 240,899 and 241,998) with the noted three mental diseases, at a region of 0-0.1 associations. Autism, bipolar disorder
and schizophrenia included 2130, 2103 and 2108 SNP subsets in the regions surrounding PSG+MRE, respectively. (d) Neurotransmission
associated SNPs. Shown are CDFs of P-values of the association of SNPs in PSGs that share (red) or do not share (blue) MREs with
neurotransmission- involved genes (summated glutamatergic, GABAergic and cholinergic-related genes). Asterisks denote KS P-value o0.05.
(e) Scatter plot showing expression correlation between HLA-C and the 8 MRE-sharing PSG-565 (correlation coefficient and P-value also shown
on the graph). MRE, microRNA recognition elements; PSGs, pseudogenes.
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genomic regions and addressed the cumulative effect of many
weakly associated SNPs located around a genomic region (e.g.
SNP association enrichment42,43). Disease-associated SNPs
emerged in PSG+MRE with autism, schizophrenia and Bipolar
disorder compared to P-values of SNPs in the global genome
or around PSG−MRE and PCGs (Figure 5c and Supplementary
Figure 9a and b). This was confirmed by Bootstrap analysis
(Supplementary Figure 10a), for both the regions flanking the
transcription start and end sites and the transcribed regions in
PSG+MRE (Supplementary Figure 10b). No enrichment was
detected in Alzheimer`s disease SNP association data (down-
loaded from the Alzheimer Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; http://
adni.loni.usc.edu/), depression or ADHD. Notably, PSG+MRE sharing
MREs with neurotransmission-involved PCGs (65 PSG+MRE, based
on KEGG; http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) were more enriched with
disease-associated SNPs than other PSG+MRE (Figure 5d).
To test those SNPs that belong to expression-related quantita-

tive trait loci (eQTL) that associate with brain differential
expression (the QTL browser, http://www.bios.unc.edu/research/
genomic_software/seeQTL/), we separately examined 3679 ‘cis-
eQTLs’ localized in chromosomal regions of differentially
expressed genes and 37 806 ‘trans-eQTLs’ localized far away from
differentially expressed genes. Of those, 19 ‘cis-eQTLs’ and
44 ‘trans-eQTLs’ were identified in windows of 500 nucleotides
upstream and downstream of the transcription start and end
sites of PSG+MRE. ‘Cis-eQTLs’ showed enrichment for association
with autism and schizophrenia and ‘trans-eQTLs’ showed
enriched association with Bipolar disorder and Schizophrenia
(Supplementary Figure 10c). Tests of robustness involved chan-
ging the microT score cut-off of -15 for MRE on PSGs for − 15, − 20
and − 25, and yielded robust results for the identified PSG+MRE

effects (see Supplementary Figure 11a–h for test of robustness for
different microT score cutoffs for all the reported measurements).
Also, comparing the KS statistics to Wilcokson rank sum and to
Kruskal–Wallis (Mann–Whitney) analyses for the second data set
(n= 72) RNA-seq, where the effect was relatively small, both came
up with a P-value of 2.8 × 10− 17, considerably more significant
than the KS P-value of 1.2 × 10− 8.
One example of a PCG / PSG interaction that might be linked in

a competition and/or target-mediated miRNA destruction manner
involves the HLA-C gene, implicated in schizophrenia,44 and
PSG-565, which is an HLA-C-unrelated PSG and served for our
experimental validation tests. HLA-C and PSG-565 show no
parental correlation, yet share 8 MREs among themselves and
with other PCGs, e.g. ACHE (Supplementary Table 5). Correspond-
ingly, HLA-C and PSG-565 showed an expression correlation
coefficient of 0.76 and a correlation P-value of 0.00001 in temporal
lobe tissues (Figure 5e). Given our exemplary experimental
interference test (Figure 5), these findings further predict HLA-C
related changes in neurotransmission and are indicative of a
physiological role of PSG+MRE in particular mental diseases.

DISCUSSION
We identified RNA–miRNA competition in the human brain for
duplicated PSG+MRE (0.48% of the total annotated PSGs) via their
shared MREs with brain-expressed PCGs, not necessarily their
parent genes. We also found a genomic selective sweep around
PSG+MRE in the YRI population. RNA-seq analysis based on two
independent human cohorts and two distinct RNA sequencing
technologies, demonstrated higher expression in human brain
neurons of PSG+MRE than PSG−MRE and apparent regulatory effects
of PSG+MRE in the adult temporal lobe. These observations were
supported by experimental manipulation tests and genomic
analyses, were sustained after extensive tests of robustness and
reflected stronger impact for PSG+MRE versus duplicated PSG−MRE

compared to expressed versus non-expressed PSG −MRE.

PSG+MRE tend to be duplicated, and likely have functional
promoter elements similar to those of their parent genes. Also,
they show higher brain expression compared to processed
PSG−MRE. This is compatible with the concept of expansion by
gene duplication events of cognitive complexity;45 indicating that
duplication events that led to non-coding genes could participate
in human brain evolution. Also, human PSG+MRE tend to harbor
less or different MREs than those of their parent genes, and show
uncorrelated expression with their parent genes, as reported by
others.46 However, our exemplary interference test indicated
PSG+MRE-mediated miRNA destruction, which refers to a small
subset of genes yet may be more powerful than sponging activity,
and should be further studied for more PSG+MRE. Specifically,
PSG+MRE and protein-coding genes with MRE overlaps (mostly
non-PSG-parent gene pairs) presented highly correlated expres-
sion in the temporal lobe, supporting functional correlations
between PSG+MRE with PCGs sharing MREs with them, but leaving
the nature of these correlations open. Due to the human
specificity of the observed phenomena, future in vivo tests might
require ‘humanized’ mouse models; and expanded tests in larger
sample cohorts can potentially strengthen the value of these
observations.
Our global analysis spans in-house data sets and compiled data

sets from very different biological origins, supporting our
conclusion of a human brain-specific phenomenon. That PSG+MRE

are more efficiently expressed in the brain than duplicated
PSG−MRE may reflect both their young evolutionary age and their
functional relevance. For example, impaired ACHE regulation by
the primate-specific miRNA-608 causes massive whole-genome
differences in numerous other brain targets and brain regions of
miRNA-608,21 including the stress-related amygdala. Salmena
et al.8 suggested that PSGs, or long non-coding RNAs, would be
the main source for competitive miRNA targets to the ones
located on their parent genes, which differs from our findings; and
that PSGs would perform competition events to a higher extent
than PCGs, which is supported by our findings. We further found
that SNPs in PSG+MRE-adjacent regions associate with mental
diseases, including autism, bipolar disorder or schizophrenia, and
with differential expression of brain eQTLs. This is compatible with
the genetic risk for mental diseases residing with common
variation, with groups of SNPs of individually small effects having
a substantial impact,47 and with expression change of a
noncoding RNA in autistic patients contributing to the disease
risk.19 However, these findings as well await further analysis and
validation tests.
The detailed mechanisms by which each of the PSG+MRE

contributes to the mental processes that are impaired in these
diseases remain to be discovered, possibly by searching for de
novo mutations in PSG+MRE genes in specific patient cohorts. For
example, the HLA-C gene underwent recent human evolution, and
we find it to interact with the highly expressed unrelated PSG-565
with which it shares multiple MREs. Also, ‘sponging’ and/or target-
mediated miRNA destruction effects of miRNAs by long-non-
coding RNAs32 and circular RNAs,48,49 should be pursued as soon
as full genomic coordinates for these RNAs will be established,
especially in the cholinergic neurotransmission pathway50 which is
relevant to many of the mental diseases. Further, recent reports
indicate that some PSGs are translated into peptides in
humans,51,52 postulating an additional putative role for PSG+MRE.
It will be interesting to find if a given PSG functions as a
competitor and/or target-mediated destruction regulator in
certain conditions, while producing peptides in others.
In conclusion, our study provides experimentally validated

supportive evidence to the recent evolution of PSG+MRE and their
current co-regulation of MRE-sharing coding transcripts in human
brain neurons. This calls for further studies and suggests that
balanced RNA competition and/or target-mediated miRNA
destruction may contribute to human cognition and mental
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health, with new avenues for discovery of mental disease
mechanisms, and for identifying novel genomic biomarkers and
therapeutic targets for brain disorders.
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